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MA Contemporary Photography; Practices and Philosophies 
Awarding Body University of the Arts London 

College Central Saint Martins 

Programme Art (L027) 

Course AOS Code CSMMAPHOX01 

FHEQ Level Level 7 Masters 

Course Credits 180 

Mode Extended Full Time 

Duration of Course 2 years 

Teaching Weeks 60 weeks 

Valid From 2022/23 

QAA Subject 
Benchmark Art and Design 

Collaboration N/A  

UAL Subject 
Classification Fine art  

HECoS Code 100063 - Photography 

UCAS Code N/A  

PSRB N/A  

Work placement 
offered No  

Course Entry 
Requirements 

The standard entry requirements for this course are as 
follows: 

• An honours degree  

APPROVED 
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• Or An equivalent EU/international qualification. 

AP(E)L – Accreditation of Prior (Experiential) 
Learning 

Exceptionally applicants who do not meet these course 
entry requirements may still be considered. The course 
team will consider each application that demonstrates 
additional strengths and alternative evidence. This might, 
for example, be demonstrated by: 

• Related academic or work experience 
• The quality of the personal statement 
• A strong academic or other professional reference 

Or a combination of these factors. 

Each application will be considered on its own merit but 
cannot guarantee an offer in each case. 

English language requirements 

IELTS level 6.5 or above, with at least 5.5 in reading, 
writing, listening and speaking (please check our main 
English language requirements webpage). 

Selection Criteria We select applicants according to potential and current 
ability in the following areas:  

• The quality of your practice  
• Ability to devise and develop a self-directed 

programme of study  
• The ability to develop and contextualise work in 

written form  
• The ability to analyse and evaluate in both visual 

and oral terms  
• Eagerness to contribute to the learning 

environment at postgraduate level. 

What we are looking for  

We are seeking imaginative, resourceful individuals who 
are committed to exploring and developing a strong 
individual visual language.  

https://www.arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/language-centre/english-language-requirements
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Scheduled Learning 
and Teaching 

Following two years of disruption due to Covid 19 we are 
glad to be returning to normal delivery in 2022/23. This 
means on campus face-to-face activities such as course 
projects, lectures, seminars, and studio work, except for 
courses designed to be delivered online.  
 
Scheduled learning and teaching activity may include 
lectures, seminars, studio and workshop briefings, 
tutorials, external visits and project briefings.  
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Awards and Percentage of Scheduled Learning 
Year 1 
Awards Credits 

Postgraduate Certificate (Exit Only)  60  

 

Year 2 
Awards Credits 

Postgraduate Diploma (Exit Only)  120  

Master of Arts  180  

 
Scheduled Learning Split by Level 

Level 7 27%   

Total Scheduled Learning Split 27%  
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Course Aims and Outcomes 
The Aims and Outcomes of this Course are as follows: 

Aim/Outcome Description  

Aim 
Develop your creative abilities to instigate and produce work that 
is innovative, critical and explores the boundaries and contexts of 
contemporary photographic practice. 

Aim Enable you to evaluate and position your work within a 
contemporary critical framework. 

Aim Prepare you for ongoing professional practice, or for progress to 
research degree registration. 

Aim 
Provide you with a challenging, supportive and inclusive 
environment for the production of photography and related 
research. 

Outcome Develop a professional practice that engages in and/or 
challenges the field of photography. 

Outcome Articulate an in-depth critical understanding of theories, 
contextual issues and debates relevant to your practice. 

Outcome Demonstrate a highly developed and appropriate synthesis of 
practical, research, evaluative and reflective skills. 

Outcome Communicate creative concepts, complex knowledge and critical 
thinking effectively through both visual and written forms. 

Outcome Initiate, manage and realise a purposeful and feasible programme 
of original creative practice. 

Outcome Develop an art practice through awareness of sustainability and 
ecological concerns. 
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Distinctive Features 

1 Developing an art practice that is informed by postmodern philosophy, 
contemporary science and culture. 

2 Exploring the effects of digital cultures on art practices, the everyday and 
environment. 

3 Programme wide events that allow students to collaborate across the art 
programme. 

4 
The course is housed in a dynamic multipurpose space that offers a vision of 
being an artist in the 21st Century by championing a post-studio approach to 
art practice. 

5 One of the fundamental teaching modes is through group curatorial projects 
where students learn to curate in relation to multiple contexts and platforms. 

6 The extended full time mode provides flexibility for students to manage time, 
and to devote substantial time to personal and professional development. 

7 

MA Contemporary Photography; Practices and Philosophies is distinguished by 
its support for experimental approaches to practice that prepares the students 
for a broad range of vocations including further study on Mphil and PhD 
practice-based degrees. 
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Course Detail 

Unlike many other photography courses, MA Contemporary Photography; 
Philosophies and Practices at Central Saint Martins is not committed to one notion 
of what photography is. Instead, it aims to provide you with the tools to locate your 
own practice within a broad range of contemporary art forms. On this course, you 
will nurture your practice by working with reference to a number of disciplines, 
including performance, installation, new media, fashion and site-specific work. 
You will explore the philosophy of the visual image as a melting pot of political, 
aesthetic and social concepts. 

This course explores photography as a plural, transdisciplinary and multimedia 
global language. Situating photography at the core of contemporary visual art, the 
course integrates theory and practice. You will explore photography as a 
discipline which interlaces fine art, technology and new media. You will research 
photography as a universal language of contemporary cultures. These 
encompass the arts, the sciences and also the construction of personal identities. 
This course will provide you with the tools to work in fields related to artistic 
production and the extended creative industries. 

A key objective of the course is to overcome the distinction between theory and 
practice and to offer an experience of deep integration of making and thinking. 
The course emphasises new media and post-internet approaches as the 
language of contemporary art practice. These are explored through theory 
seminars and workshops in physical computing, metadata, augmented reality and 
social media. The core activities of the course are the making, outward 
presentation and contextualisation of your work. 

Course Units 

On MA Contemporary Photography; Practices and Philosophies, critical 
evaluation is central to your development. You will be expected to take part in 
group critiques, where you will analyse yours and your peers' work through 
discussion. Throughout the course, exhibiting is one of the core pedagogical tools. 
This includes experimental forms of exhibition, such as digital platforms, social 
media, TV screens, site-responsive installations, interactions with handheld 
devices, publications and performances. The course makes use of showcase 
opportunities for you to develop your work in response to audience. 

The course is transdisciplinary by design. It will support you to develop an 
individual, engaged practice. This might span the fields of fine art, visual media, 
contemporary philosophy or online and offline technology. The course offers an 
extensive mentorship programme. This includes work with contemporary 
practitioners, curators and philosophers. Through this engagement, you will be 
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challenged to examine your work in relation to current developments in 
photography. It will also help you to link your practice to professional applications 
of the medium. 

Unit 1: What is Practice? (In Photography) 

Unit 1 on this course provides you with a detailed engagement with your practice 
through experimentation, questioning, play and dialogue. The unit is organised 
around several key components. The main aim of these is to provide you with the 
tools to exercise your curiosity and imagination in the realm of visual image. We 
will guide you to find your voice and signature style, allowing you to explore art, 
new media and technology. 

Unit 2: Developing Practice and Research 

This is a self-led unit of research which feeds into your work in progress and your 
research paper. You will develop your practice and research through a 
programme of crits. This programme will also include individual tutorials and 
seminars, focused around the development of your practice and research paper. 
Weekly seminars will also help you clarify your research interests. Experimental 
installs and crits will provide a space for negotiation of practice and for focusing 
your research. 

Unit 3: Realisation of Practice and Research 

Unit 3 is also a self-led unit of research and practice. It will culminate in the 
production of your work for show and dissemination. You will be supported in the 
production of a body of work for exhibition in whatever form. This unit is structured 
around weekly presentations and demonstrations of your work in progress 
supported by group crits and feedback. You will also have one-to-one and small 
group tutorials with course staff and visiting practitioners. 

Mode of study 

MA Contemporary Photography; Practices and Philosophies 
is offered in extended full-time mode which runs for 60 weeks over two academic 
years. You will be expected to commit 30 hours per week to study, which includes 
teaching time and independent study. The course has been designed in this way 
to enable you to pursue studies, while also undertaking part-time employment, 
internships or care responsibilities. 

Credit and award requirements 
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The course is credit-rated at 180 credits.  

On successfully completing the course, you will gain a Master of Arts (MA 
degree).  

Under the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications, an MA is Level 7. All 
units must be passed in order to achieve the MA but the classification of the award 
is derived from the marks for the second and third units.  

If you are unable to continue on the course, a Postgraduate Certificate (PG Cert) 
will normally be offered following the successful completion of 60 credits, or a 
Postgraduate Diploma (PG Dip) following the successful completion of 120 
credits.   

Learning and Teaching Methods 

The learning and teaching methods devised for this course include:  

• Briefing materials, written guidance and meetings  
• Inductions and technical support  
• Lectures and guest speakers  
• Independent project proposal document  
• Shared teaching events across the art programme  
• Extended collaborative project opportunities  
• Personal and group tutorials  
• Seminars and symposium  
• Presentations and sharing events  
• Recommended reading and viewing  
• Professional networking visits  
• Independent study  
• Critiques and peer evaluations  
• Self-critical evaluation  
• Assessment feedback. 

Assessment Methods 

• Research and preparatory work  
• Independent project proposal  
• Outputs from group project work and assignments  
• Documentation of work  
• Verbal and visual presentations  
• Written work  
• Participation in activities and debate  
• Self-critical evaluation  
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• Realisation of independent project  

Reference Points 

The following reference points were used in designing the course: 

• The Learning and Teaching policies of the University of the Arts London 
• College policies and initiatives 
• HE Level Descriptors 
• Art and Design Benchmark statement 
• Experience of contemporary photography practice 
• External professional organisations. 
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Course Diagram 
MA Contemporary Photography: Practices and Philosophies – PLEASE NOTE DUE TO VACATION DATES, 
SPECIFIC DELIVERY WEEKS MAY CHANGE. 
S=summative assessment 
LEVEL 7 - Year 1 
 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Unit 1: What is Practice? (in photography) 
(60 credits) S   

Unit 2: Developing Practice and 
Research 
(60 credits) 

LEVEL 7 - Year 2 
 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Unit 2 continued S   Unit 3: Realisation of Practice and Research 
(60 credits) S   
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The University will use all reasonable endeavours to provide the Course and the 
services described in this Output. There may be occasions whereby the University 
needs to add, remove or alter content in relation to your Course as may be appropriate 
for example the latest requirements of a commissioning or accrediting body, or in 
response to student feedback, or to comply with applicable law or due to circumstances 
beyond its control. The University aim to inform you of any changes as soon as is 
reasonably practicable 
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